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Freestanding Cooker, 

Induction, 91cm, 5 Zones, with 

SmartZone, Self-cleaning

Series 9   |   Professional

Stainless Steel

With intuitive touchscreen, induction cooktop and a convection 

oven with 15 functions, this is a perfect choice for those who have 

a passion for cooking

Five induction cook zones, with options to pair zones to create 
up to two larger SmartZones

Guided cooking using your touchscreen makes it simple to 
cook by food, function or recipe.

136L total oven capacity

Beautiful LED halo-illuminated dials provide information at a 
glance

DIMENSIONS

Height 908 - 933mm 

Width 911mm 

Depth 740mm 

FEATURES & BENEFITS

Cook With Confidence
Our touchscreen interface provides an intuitive guided cooking 

experience that helps deliver perfect results, whether you’ve 

been cooking all your life or just starting out. Cook with a 

favorite method, a hero ingredient, or a go-to cooking function 

or recipe. The screen tilts for improved ergonomics and optimal 

visibility while cooking.

Generous Capacity
Featuring a large 136L total capacity convection oven, with 

enough room to fit a scrumptious family-sized roast with all the 

trimmings that is sure to impress.

COOKING FLEXIBILITY
SmartZone links two cooking zones and controls them as one, 

giving you the flexibility to use large pans and griddles and easily 

handle bigger food items such as a whole fish.

COOKTOP POWER
Instant and immediate control from the highest to the gentlest 

heat. The finely tuned cooktop controls let you sear, stir fry or 

simmer to perfection. Since heat is generated directly in the 

cookware through electromagnetism, induction offers an energy-

efficient cooking option

Design Quality

This freestanding cooker has craftsmanship in every detail, with 

real stainless steel, high-quality glass, and beautifully weighted, 

halo illuminated dials. Each cavity features incandescent lights 

and full extension telescopic racks. From the robust legs to the 

powerful cooktop, this freestanding cooker is built to last.

Easy To Clean
The oven features a self-cleaning function and self-clean proof 

side racks, which don't need to be removed when using this 

function. The durable induction cooktop surface only needs a 

quick wipe after use to keep it clean.

SPECIFICATIONS

Power requirements

Connection Terminal block

Power supply 220 - 240 V, 50 Hz

Service 50A

Product dimensions

Depth 740mm 

Height 908 - 933mm 

Width 911mm 

Recommended Back Guards Ventilation

Recommended hood Integrated Insert Rangehood, 

SKU 83029

The product dimensions and specifications in this page apply to the specific product 

and model. Under our policy of continuous improvement, these dimensions and 

specifications may change at any time. You should therefore check with Fisher & 

Paykel's Customer Care Centre to ensure this page correctly describes the model 
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currently available.  Fisher & Paykel Appliances Ltd 2020 

 

Where applicable:  

 

All appliances use energy, and energy usage typically generates carbon emissions. 

Fisher & Paykel Appliances' In-use Energy Carbon Emissions Estimate  indicates 

carbon emissions from a product's in-use energy. This is calculated either annually 

or per cycle, using the product's market-specific energy label energy consumption 

data multiplied by the carbon emissions factor for energy in your country or region. 

 

Our In-use Energy Carbon Emissions Estimate is designed to assist customers in 

making informed purchasing decisions when comparing different Fisher & Paykel 

products. For example, a heat pump dryer typically has a lower In-use Energy 

Carbon Emissions Estimate than a vented dryer.

Other product downloads available at fisherpaykel.com

Service & Warranty

User Guide Professional Freestanding Cooker

Installation Guide Professional Freestanding Cooker

Planning Guide Freestanding Induction Cooker

A PEACE OF MIND SALE

24 Hours 7 Days a Week Customer Support

T 1300 650 590 Wwww.fisherpaykel.com

https://www.fisherpaykel.com/on/demandware.static/-/Sites-fpa-master-catalog/default/dw84d29e7d/GeneralFiles-FisherPaykelAU/FP-GlobalServiceWarranty-590256K.pdf
https://www.fisherpaykel.com/on/demandware.static/-/Sites-fpa-master-catalog/default/dw15e9c5a6/GeneralFiles-FisherPaykelAU/FP-UserGuide-en-RIV3-915-FreestandingCooker-0-431829A-NZ-AU.pdf
https://www.fisherpaykel.com/on/demandware.static/-/Sites-fpa-master-catalog/default/dwd85cfa3f/InstallationManuals-FisherPaykelAU/FP-InstallGuide-en-RIV3-915-FreestandingCooker-0-431830A-NZ-AU.pdf
https://www.fisherpaykel.com/on/demandware.static/-/Sites-fpa-master-catalog/default/dwf19c51f5/DesignPlanning-FisherPaykelAU/FP-PlanningGuide-en-RIV3-915-FreestandingCooker-0-90003297B-AU-NZ.pdf

